Fluency Recording Star

Directions to Reader:
1. Choose a book that’s not too hard, nor too easy, but just right.
2. Use a sound recording app to record yourself reading out of your book for one minute.
3. After reading, listen to the recording and rate yourself using the form below.
4. Set a goal for your next attempt, recording yourself reading a new text selection.
5. Do this activity often and your star power as a fluent reader will soar!

Check the goal you want to work on next go round:

- [ ] Read faster.
- [ ] Read slower.
- [ ] Pay closer attention to the punctuation.
- [ ] Make fewer mistakes.
- [ ] Read with more expression.

Accuracy: Did I read the words correctly?

Rate: Did I read at a natural speed (not too slow or too fast)?

Expression: Did I read with some personality and not like a robot?

Punctuation: Would a listener be able to tell I used the punctuation to guide my reading?
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Come read with us! Visit JustTake20.org for more fun reading activities!